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ROYAL CARGO GROUP CEO
TAKES PART IN TRANSPORT AND LOGISTICS
AND SUPPLY CHAIN CONFERENCE
By: Reymer Salvador

Photos of Mr. Michael K. Raeuber during the SCMAP Supply Chain Conference held last September 21 and 22 at EDSA Shangri-la, Manila

Royal Cargo Group CEO, Mr. Michael K. Raeuber shared his

discussed the topic, Ensuring Customer Satisfaction Across the

knowledge with the logistics professionals, business executives

Supply Chain. He explained the process on how Royal Cargo

and government agencies in the recently concluded Transport and

manages the expectation of each customer, as well as the

Logistics Philippines 2017 held at the SMX Convention Center last

other activities that the company does. Using Royal Cargo as

August 16-18 and SCMAP Supply Chain Conference 2017 held at

example, he outlined how logistics companies step up to serve

the EDSA Shangri-la, Manila last September 21-22.

its customers, from investment in facilities to closer collaboration
with employees and partners in ensuring high service levels and

In his speech at the T&L Philippines, Mr. Raeuber tackled the Real

adaptation to changing conditions. He also stressed the need for

Challenges and Opportunities in the Philippine Logistics Industry.

stronger collaboration with authorities on laws and regulations that

He emphasized the interesting opportunities that the country

affect the industry, as well as the need for companies to work with

should maximize to further propel the economy. Mr. Raeuber

integrity.

added that corruption and other challenges should be avoided in
order to fast track the economic development.

On both occasions, he emphasized the importance of integrity in
doing business. He encouraged every business to support the

During the Supply Chain Conference, Royal Cargo’s Group CEO

creation of a level-playing field for the benefit of all.
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ROYAL CARGO’S
600T CRAWLER CRANE

First Successful Lift
By: Jill Viray

Lifting of the Laguna Water pipeline bridges in Sta. Rosa,
Laguna last July 9, 2017
Royal Cargo’s newly acquired Liehbherr LR 1600/2 (600T) crawler

The project was led by the competent people of Royal Cargo

crane completed the lifting of the Laguna Water pipeline bridges

including Gundolf Ahrens, Project Director; Albert Nanez,

for the Linkenergie Group on its first successful lift in Sta. Rosa,

Operations & Safety Manager; Leo Bania, Operations Supervisor;

Laguna last July 9, 2017.

Jieboy Aurelio, Team Supervisor; Dexter Ochoco, Head of
Engineering and Lord Ceasar Regala, Project Coordinator.

With a total weight of 72 tonnes, the two (2) units of pipeline
bridges with length of 40 meters and 10 meters and radius of 46

Royal Cargo acquired this 600T Liehbherr crawler crane last April

meters and 20 meters respectively, were carefully lifted using

along with a Liehbherr LTM 1500 – 8.1 (500T) mobile crane to

Royal Cargo’s newest and biggest heavy lift crane for the first time.

support the consistently increasing market demand of Projects
and Heavylift (PHL) and Crane and Erection Division (CED).

“The team was able to finish the lift in just a short period of time
despite various challenges,” said Mr. Albert Nanez, the Operations

The LR 1600/2 (600T) crawler crane has an outstanding load

and Safety Manager of the Laguna Water project. “Time is of the

capacities, variable boom and derrick systems as well as enhanced

essence on any lifting project, but it should never be the driving

component dimensions for low cost transport. With its bespoke

force at the expense of safety. The operation was completed

boom system, this crane is ideal for the erection of wind turbines. It

with the highest regard to all safety and environmental aspects

can move on tracks between the erection sites of the various wind

according to the initial plan,” he added.

turbines with its narrow crawler travel gear.
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ROYAL CARGO SUCCESSFULLY PASSED
Recertification Audit Under ISO 9001:2015
By: Jill Viray

Royal Cargo

is TUV Rheinland

CERTIFIED

In Photo from L-R: Mr. Ronnie Alonzo, Auditor; Ms. Len Camo, QMS Officer; Mr. Ramoncito Puyat, Lead Auditor; Ms. Lynn Gerzon, Auditor,
Ms. Heidi Temporal, Auditor, Ms. Loida Tasis, Vice President,
Functional Services and Mr. Rey Macaro, QMS Manager

Royal Cargo successfully passed the recertification
audit under ISO 9001:2015 after a two (2) day
nerve-racking audit conducted last September
14 and 15, 2017 by the representatives of TUV
Rheinland Philippines namely Mr. Ramoncito
Puyat, Mr. Ronnie Alonzo, Ms. Lynn Gerzon and
Ms. Heidi Temporal that resulted to twelve (12)
positive points/noteworthy effort, seventeen
(17) opportunities for improvement and zero (0)
non-conformities.

and direction to our quality management
system. I would also like to thank and
recognize the business unit heads (VPs, HODs,
Managers and Supervisors) for their support
in the implementation of QMS programs and
activities,” stated by Mr. Rey Macaro, QMS
Manager.

The time, effort and resources that each and
everyone contributed in the tedious preparations
for this audit have paid off.

QMS Department also thanked all the
employees for the smooth, efficient and positive
implementation of ISO 9001:2015 leading to the
attainment of customer satisfaction, company
objectives as well as the attainment of set KPIs.

“I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude
for the continuous support of our Top
Management, Mr. Michael K. Raeuber and
Mr. Elmer Sarmiento, in providing guidance

Royal Cargo upgraded its Quality Management
System from ISO 9001:2008 to ISO 9001:2015
last October 2016.
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One more year and we’re 40!

ROYAL CARGO HOLDS 2ND STAFF TOWNHALL MEETING
AND CELEBRATES COMPANY ANNIVERSARY
By: Reymer Salvador

Also, the company formally launched the Goal Zero Program
headed by Mr. Andrew Valenzuela, Health, Safety, Security, and
Environment (HSSE) Manager. The program aims to promote and
prioritize safety in all aspects of the business.

Mr. Elmer Sarmiento, President & CEO (Left Photo)
Ms. Loida Tasis, VP for Functional Services, Mr. Sarmiento and
Ms. Eva Sunga, VP for Comptrollership and Tax (Right Photo)

In celebration of its 39th year anniversary, the Royal Cargo
group of companies held its 2nd Staff Town Hall Meeting at the
quadrangle of its headquarters in Paranaque City with the theme

During the Question and Answer (Q&A) portion, Royal Cargo
President, Mr. Elmer Francisco U. Sarmiento; Vice President for
Functional Service Ms. Loida Tasis and VP for Comptrollership and
Tax Division, Ms. Eva Sunga took the stage to answer questions
from the group.

“Make Safety a Way of Life!”.
Hosted by Marketing and Communications Specialist, Reymer
Salvador and HR Generalist, Geraldine Bautista, the program
started with an opening prayer led by Assistant Manager for
Procurement, Olive Sumague.

.

Mr. Kevin Averell Pangan, Junior Legal Associate (Left Photo)
and Mr. Andrew Valenzuela, HSSE Manager (Right Photo)

Royal Cargo President, Mr. Elmer Francisco U. Sarmiento also

Some of the remarkable questions include:

welcomed the group by narrating a brief history on how the

1. Is there a plan to expand our head office due to the rapid growth

company grew from a two-person company to a huge empire that

of our employees?

it is today. He reiterated that the main factor for the rapid growth of
the company in the past decades was brought about by the sheer
determination and hard work of the employees. Up to this date,
he said, the company has been lucky in hiring highly competitive
and passionate members of the group, the secret ingredient of the

EFUS: We’ve focused on investing in facilities and equipment in the
past few years and forgetting about expanding our headquarters.
There has been initial plans, but this 2018 we will be aggressive in
looking for a bigger, more spacious office as we’re growing really
fast.

company’s success.
2. Is there a possibility to remove the expiry of Vacation Leaves?
After a heart-warming message from the President, the newly
appointed Junior Legal Associate from the Legal Department,
Atty. Kevin Averell Pangan gave a brief re-orientation on the
Anti-Bribery and Corruption Policy (ABC) of the company. This
activity is in support of the recently acquired recertification of
Royal Cargo from Trace International, an international anti-bribery

LFT: All employees are encouraged to make use of their vacation
leaves to unwind and relax, and to also free their minds from the
stress at work. Currently, VLs expire every April 30th of the next
year. Meaning, all employees are given extension to utilize their
leaves. As a solution, we shall discuss with our top management
the possibility of extending further the expiration of the VLs.

standard setting organization. It also promotes the advocacy of
the company’s Group CEO, Mr. Michael K. Raeuber on integrity

After the Q&A, the whole Royal Cargo group shared a sumptuous

in doing business.

dinner to cap off the night.
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ROYAL CARGO,
ANOTHER PHILIPINE PRIDE
“ We are not afraid. We create our own oceans.”
An Interview with the President, Mr. Elmer Sarmiento | Written By: Ms. Bernie Cahiles-Magkilat of Manila Bulletin
While it has attained global reach, Sarmiento said majority or 90 percent of
its revenues still come from the Philippines. The biggest operation outside
of the Philippines is Vietnam where Royal Cargo has offices in Ho Chi Min
and Da Nang.
Growth

Unknown to many, a Filipino multinational company is quietly making a
name globally in logistics – Royal Cargo, Inc.
Led by a low-profile Elmer Francisco U. Sarmiento, the company is now
the largest turnkey end-to-end logistics provider in the country. But that is
not yet the end of the story as Royal Cargo sees more opportunities in the
country and the ASEAN region.
The Company
Royal Cargo was originally founded by a Filipino and owned by a German
company represented by Mr. Michael Raeuber, the current chairman. It has
now a combined 40 years of experience in providing specialized logistics
solutions for local and international clients.
Sarmiento, an auditor at SGV, was asked to join Royal Cargo to reorganize
the finance department. He has been with the company for the past 37
years.
Sarmiento witnessed the company changed hands from Filipino to German
to French and then a management buyout before becoming a German
company again after selling its traditional freight services but kept the
name and the hard assets and the significant business of warehousing,
distribution, trucking, and projects.
Now, Royal Cargo provides high quality and cost-efficient specialized
logistics solutions in the fields of International and Domestic Freight
Forwarding, Warehousing and Distribution, Projects and Heavylift, Erection
and Installation, Business Process Outsourcing, Customs Brokerage,
Liquid Transportation, Shipping Agencies and Trucking services, and
logistics solutions for Clinical Research and Development – with owned
equipment and facilities.
This Filipino MNC (multinational company) currently operates in 14
countries and has 13 global offices, including those in the United Kingdom,
Germany, USA, Hong Kong, China, Guam, Palau, Taiwan, and ASEAN.

The logistics firm has grown exponentially. Over the past four years, Royal
Cargo grew an average of 27 percent in total turnover, but net income
was higher at 44 percent while EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortization) is 33 percent. The company’s total assets
also grew 18 percent, estimated at P6 billion at present.
Sarmiento, who became COO in 2001 and president in 2014, can
be credited for his contribution in shoring up the company’s financial
performance. In 2003, the company’s income was only P6.28 million and
in a span of 12 years, it reached P429 million, growing by 68 times. The
company’s revenue also surged 19 times as it recorded a P165 million in
revenues in 2003. The latest figure showed Royal Cargo hitting a record
P3.1 billion in 2015.
Early this year, the company embarked on a huge $50-million investment
for new properties in Bulacan and Cebu, capital equipment, including a
new ship and additional cranes.
This investment will temper growth this year, but Sarmiento said the
company is expected to go back to its 44 percent growth next year as
revenues from the new investment starts coming in.
“We’re not complaining, we are in a soft spot especially we in
logistics which is challenged in the delivery of goods and where
clients impose KPIs to deliver on time in full,” says Sarmiento. So far,
Royal Cargo is meeting demands and its clients are not complaining. Most
of its clients are locals and the MNCs doing business in the country.
“Anybody is in need of logistics whether they are in manufacturing,
trading or OFWs. We deliver anything, big, small, cold environment,
chilled, anywhere, any point any origin in any size,” he says.
For now, they are happy with the current set up as they have more or less
covered the world, but the Philippines remained the main focus.
“We are a Filipino company and we’ve invested a lot here so we try
to maintain our leadership position here, but we go where there are
opportunities,” he adds.

“We are now the Filipino multinational corporation based in Manila, but our
main focus is Southeast Asia,” says Sarmiento.

The $50-million investments this year will further strengthen the company’s
capabilities. Royal Cargo has acquired a property in Plaridel, Bulacan.
This property, which is bigger than its south hub in Laguna, will house
another cold storage and container facility. It will be completed next year.

“The ASEAN Economic Community is the reason we are focusing
in Southeast Asia because of the integration and commonness of
ASEAN in terms of tax incentives, and liberal taxation,” he adds.
Besides, the region is now the fastest growing in this side of the world.

The Plaridel, Bulacan project is in anticipation of the booming economic
activities in northern Luzon because of Clark and Subic and manufacturing
companies relocating there, including huge land development projects by
the Ayala Land, Inc.
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“It is time to situate ourselves in the north because these companies
will be in need of logistics provider,” he adds.
The company has also acquired a 3.5-hectare property in Cordova, Cebu
for a cold storage facility. Other investments include a new ship, its second,
which is expected to be delivered mid-July next year also. The company
has also bought two huge cranes a 600-ton crawler and a 500-ton mobile
crane as the company goes into the erection and installation business as
in additional service to clients.
On top of that, Royal Cargo also invested in a fleet of trucks with over 100
reefer vans and reefer containers. They have a complete range of delivery
trucks from specialized trucks to deliver chemicals and pharmaceuticals,
heavy containers, wide and long trucks.
Royal Cargo is also into specialized logistics providing services to high
value goods like pharmaceuticals and clinical trials for research. They are
the only company that offers express clearance facilities upon touchdown
at the airport.
“We delivered the most number of power plants and transmission
lines and if you are eating hotdogs, we provide warehousing for
lubricants of the three big oil firms in the country and if you happen to
be eating hotdog most likely this is a product that we are distributing
to convenience stores from our warehouse. We deliver most of the
tires, too,” he adds.
All these have been recognized by various award giving bodies, including
Frost & Sullivan for best logistics company in the Philippines.
Differentiation

The Royal Cargo Group Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Michael K. Raeuber
(Left Photo) and President & CEO, Mr. Elmer Sarmiento (Right Photo)

“We are proud of what we are and one of our corporate values is
integrity. We are tax compliant, our finance and accounting and tax
divisions and all our employees, we pay taxes to the last centavo. This
is a pain in our pocket, but this is the right decision. We are a member
of the Integrity Initiative of the Foreign Chambers of Commerce so we
walk the talk,” says Sarmiento.

Royal Cargo is not just a simple logistics company. Logistics business is
essentially outsourcing but one of the distinguishing marks of Royal Cargo
is they invest in their own equipment as much as possible, while others just
outsource everything. This has enabled them to offer end-to-end turnkey
solutions.

“We frown upon corrupt practices. Being honest is more of an
advantage than being a drawback and most of our clients are also
equally tax compliant,” he adds.

For instance, Sarmiento has emphasized that they are not selling cold
storage shelves to avoid competition with companies that are also operating
cold storage facilities, but their cold storage facilities form part of the value
services they offer. As far as footprint of cold storage is concerned, Royal
Cargo is now the biggest in the country.

“We are not afraid. We create our own oceans,” he says stressing on
the company’s dynamism in thinking of how to further its business and
service to clients.

“We think of ourselves as a total logistics, a turnkey solutions
provider to clients from freight the cargo goes to a manufacturing
facility and cold storage and delivery. So most of our trucks are seen
delivering products to convenience stores even as we also deliver
power plants, cement ball mills, wind mills, on a turnkey basis,” he
says.
Now, Royal Cargo offers erection services for these equipment because
their clients are confronted with the challenge of who will be erecting and
installing the equipment that have been delivered.
“Rather than the foreign firms, which charge expensive rates, we
might as well put them up,” he adds.
Another differentiation is the company’s culture of strict adherence to good
governance.
Overall, Royal Cargo is one of the biggest in logistics players in the country
but if based on taxes paid they are the biggest. Royal Cargo is a member
of the Integrity Initiative and its chairman Mr. Michael Raeuber is also an
active member of this group.

“ We are proud of what we are...”

Dynamic

Already, the company is looking into another business segment: the last
mile. The “last mile” is perhaps the last segment to make Royal Cargo a
fully comprehensive logistics company.
“We are considering the last mile because we see this also as the
future of logistics so we are carefully studying plans whether we have
to partner or buy or put up our own,” he says.
The last mile is a B2C or business to customer and other firms are already
into this operation, but it is growing tremendously because of the digital era.
Since Royal Cargo is largely concentrated in B2B (business to business), it
has the advantage to tap this existing logistics network.
Royal Cargo is also looking into consolidating their operations in one
property in mega Manila because they are also renting several warehouses
apart from their existing facilities.
This Filipino MNC has very tentative plans about going public in contrast
to the many local firms of smaller stature but are so eager to list in the
stock market to raise capital. “The IPO plan has been there ever since,
but because of the favorable interest rate regime we don’t see why
we should get other people’s money,” says Sarmiento noting that most
of their expansions are funded by internally generated funds and bank
borrowings.
(continued on the next pages)
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...from pages 6-7

ROYAL CARGO, ANOTHER PHILIPINE PRIDE
The company never stops at making its operations more relevant as it
now consolidating all its subsidiaries and affiliates inside the country and
overseas that are operating independently under one roof – Royal Cargo,
Inc.
All these plans would require more digital technology. He also sees more
automation in its processes, not just in terms of equipment handling, but
also in accounting, finance and monitoring.
“Yes there will be an impact on automation in the future, but now it is more
on helping improve productivity,” says Sarmiento, adding “it would take
time for the driverless trucks, we are still labor-intensive.” There is also now
a shortage of skilled forklift operators.
Sarmiento sees the logistics sector growing robustly in the next five years,
especially the “last mile” business as people continue to buy online. Thus,
other enterprises are also considering of entering
“We are in the soft spot,” he adds.The logistics business though is also
dictated by the growth of the economy and this is what kept Sarmiento on
his toes. That is why along with the many exciting opportunities are also
challenges.
“What keeps us on our toes is investors’ reducing their investments or
prospective investors losing confidence because of what they read in the
papers because it is just a matter of perception,” he adds.
He also expressed hope that the port congestion that occurred in 2014
causing losses among companies will not happen again

Prime Mover
Sarmiento has invested himself in this industry. He is a prime mover of the
heavy lift industry where he initiated policy changes at the Philippine Ports
Authority on receiving heavy loads at the South Harbor and procedures
on trailer and truck configuration on the Anti-Overloading Law particularly
on heavy loads transportation. These efforts were executed when he cofounded the Heavy Lift and Riggers Association of the Philippines.
When he was promoted as president in 2014, he led Royal Cargo to invest
in heavy lift transportation equipment, and the expansion of cold chain
distribution business.
“But that is not only because of me and Mr. Raeuber but of the
dedicated employees, as well. We are now 1,600 and growing,” says
Sarmiento as he paid tribute to all his staff that include drivers, helpers,
warehousemen, operators, and engineers, who work everyday to move
cargoes.
They provide lucrative jobs to truck drivers that aside from their basic daily
salaries, they also get commissions, medical, insurance, among other
benefits.
All Royal Cargo drivers are high school graduates because they have to
be literate enough to read instruction and observe driving rules and are
equipped with PODS (point of delivery systems) using their smartphone.
They are very strict when it comes to drivers’ compliance with the law.
Their drivers also receive a lot of trainings.
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They have accredited more than a thousand trucks from third party
suppliers to augment their own fleet. With the strong growth, Sarmiento
encourages more truckers to join their fleet.
Loyal
“I have only two employers in my life – SGV and Royal Cargo,” says
Sarmiento, who used to be a top to bottom manager but has been tamed
over time as he learned delegating more tasks to his subordinates.
From the brick and mortar days, Sarmiento is proud that Royal Cargo has
produced a xlot of people who are now leaders in the industry because
“we trained them well and they are a product of our principles of integrity,
security, honesty, and safety.”
“My success is not just me but of my team of course. Managing a business
is not easy – people, equipment, and money you juggle all of these,” he
adds.
According to Sarmiento, from the very beginning he already saw all the
opportunities of working with Mr. Raeuber.

“ We dreamed of
a company like we
have now...”
“We dreamed of a company like what we have now,” says Sarmiento,
who is not only a professional manager of Royal Cargo but also a part
owner.
“I already put my 37 years so I have the equity and ownership. It is
not only capital that I brought in but also the rich history of Royal
Cargo where we respect each other as partner and boss,” stresses
Sarmiento, who remains excited of his job every time he sits on his desk.
He expects Royal Cargo to one day become a significant player in the
entire ASEAN region.
Royal Cargo is also giving back to society. Aside from the Integrity Initiative,
it is an active partner of the Red Cross with its blood donation. Other CSR
initiatives include scholarship grants for the Bright Future Foundation in
Mindanao and salaries of teachers and other donation for disaster relief
equipment. There is also the President’s fund to employees, who are
suffering from health problems.
They also have Henry, the fire truck, together with a team of Emergency
Response personnel who aids during fire emergency within Parañaque
where their headquarters is located.
A Catholic, Sarmiento is the vice-president and member of the board of
the Lay Society of St. Arnold Janssen (LSSAJ), founder of SVD and Pink
Sisters. The Society’s vision is the attainment of integrating faith with life
for every Filipino and consequently ushering the country to be “right and
just.”
LLSAJ also aims for a broad-based societal reform that will leverage the
society’s reputational capital and moral standing from which they can build
on. The organization though is open to all regardless of religion and beliefs.

“We are the only Catholic country in Asia, but when you look at the
corruption index, why? So, we thought of organizing to try to link our
faith to our life so we will live the Christian values. Live your faith,”
says Sarmiento, who is likewise a devoted husband and a family man. He
plays golf and basketball, and goes swimming from time to time. He also
loves taking care of his grandchildren on weekends.
He also admitted that during the past 37 years, there were times that he
entertained thoughts of leaving to put up his own business or join other
companies.
“But at the end of the day, I still decide to stick with Royal Cargo
because it is so exciting to work here with a dynamic team and we
have excellent relationship with Mr. Raeuber. I have put my own equity
in this company. What will replace all these? So, if I look at us now,
what I’ve put up, I think I made the right decision,” says Sarmiento.

More is yet to come for this Philippine pride.
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ROYAL CARGO RUN FOR FUN
AND GOOD CAUSE
By: Jill Viray

Royal Cargo employees, friends and familes sprint from the starting point as the 5 km and 3 km race commences during the
Royal Cargo Fun Run 2017 - Run for Ryan held at Southwoods Ecocentrum, Binan, Laguna, October 21, 2017

“Buong puso akong nagpapasalamat sa aking Royal

This was the message of Ryan Palmario as he expressed his

Cargo family sa napakalaking tulong na ibinigay ninyo

sincerest gratitude and appreciation to all the people behind

sa akin at sa aking pamilya. Tatanawin ko itong isang

the success of the Royal Cargo Fun Run 2017 - Run for Ryan

malaking utang na loob mula sa unang kompanya na aking
pinatrabahuhan at siyang magiging huling kompanyang
aking pagtatrabahuhan.” (“I am whole-heartedly thankful to
my Royal Cargo family for the big help they have given me and my

held at Southwoods Ecocentrum, Binan, Laguna last October
21, 2017.
The top management of Royal Cargo has chosen Ryan as the
beneficiary of the proceeds of the event. Ryan or Rai as what

family. I treat this as a debt of gratitude from the first company

most people call him is an employee of Royal Cargo who joined

that I work with which will be the last company that I will work for.”)

the company in 2012 as Building Maintenance Assistant.
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The winners in the 3-kilometer distance run (Royal Cargo Employees) –
1st Place: Wilfred Cerico (FUNS Admin), 2nd Place: Jearvie Delos Reyes (CL PHC)
and 3rd Place: Leighza Vee Plaza (Syspro)

He was diagnosed with Rectal Cancer in 2014 and underwent
operation and chemotherapy treatment. Last May 2017,
the cancer returned and he was advised by his doctor to
undergo twelve cycles of chemotherapy. To help Ryan with his
medications, this year’s Fun Run, which was participated by
more than a thousand employees and their companions, was
dedicated to him.
Hosted by Human Resources Manager, Janet Husmillo;
HSSE Manager, Andrew Valenzuela and Marketing and
Communications Specialist, Reymer Salvador, the program
started with a prayer led by Aser Hanapin followed by a
delightful warm-up exercise. The event was sponsored by
Mega Tuna, American Harvest Oatmeal, McDonalds, Globe,
Southwoods City and Axis Roof Services.

The winners in the 5-kilometer distance run (Royal Cargo Employees) –
1st Place: Jayson Galicia (CL PHC),
2nd Place: Zeus Owen Bendo (CL PHC) and 3rd Place: Alfie Balajadia (CL PHC)

The winners in the 3-kilometer distance run (Non-Royal Cargo Employees) –
1st Place: Joe Marie Jovelou,
2nd Place: Reynold Fortunado and 3rd Place: Ronald Nery

The winners in the 5-kilometer distance run (Non-Royal Cargo Employees) –
1st Place: Reynold Villafranco,
2nd Place: Aldrin Agyang and 3rd Place: Jim Darryl Marinas
The youngest runners

The eldest runners

Runners enjoying a zumba dance after the program

Kids receiving gifts from McDonalds

Mr. Sarmiento giving his
closing message

All the participants enjoyed a day filled with fun and prizes.
The five youngest and five eldest runners received a prize
from McDonalds. The first five hundred runners brought home
finisher medals and a gift-pack from Mega Tuna and American
Harvest Oatmeal. Bags of canned tuna were also raffled off.

ROYAL CARGO FUN RUN 2017 - RUN FOR RYAN WINNERS
The winners in the 3-kilometer distance run, Royal Cargo
Employees were - 1st Place: Wilfred Cerico (FUNS Admin), 2nd
Place: Jearvie Delos Reyes (CL PHC) and 3rd Place: Leighza Vee
Plaza (Syspro) and for Non-Royal Cargo Employees: - 1st Place:
Joe Marie Jovelou, 2nd Place: Reynold Fortunado and 3rd Place:
Ronald Nery. The winners in the 5-kilometer distance run, Royal
Cargo Employees were - 1st Place: Jayson Galicia (CL PHC), 2nd
Place: Zeus Owen Bendo (CL PHC) and 3rd Place: Alfie Balajadia
(CL PHC) and for Non-Royal Cargo Employees - 1st Place:
Reynold Villafranco, 2nd Place: Aldrin Agyang and 3rd Place: Jim
Darryl Marinas.
Cash prizes amounting to 5000 for the 1st Place, 3000 for the
2nd place and 2000 for the 3rd Place for the 3K Run category and
7000, 5000 and 3000 for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Place respectively
for the 5K Run category, trophies and pack of goodies were
given to all winners.

Mr. Elmer Sarmiento, President and Chief Executive Officer of
Royal Cargo lauded all the participants in his closing remarks.
He emphasized the need to practice a healthy lifestyle and
physical and mental fitness. He also thanked all the particpants
for joining the company’s second fun run activity.
After the program, everybody enjoyed a zumba dance despite
the heat of the sun. McDonald’s sandwiches and orange drinks
were also served to those who joined the fun run.

The Fun Run 2017 Committee
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ROYAL CARGO PRESIDENT IS AMONG THE TOP 10
Global Filipino Executive in the Philippines
By: Jill Viray

In Photo: The ten (10) finalists for the annual Asia CEO Awards - Global Filipino Executive of the Year category

“We are all winners,” said Royal Cargo President and

The Global Filipino Executive of the Year award is annually

Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Elmer Francisco Sarmiento

awarded by Asia CEO Awards committee to any Filipino

who has been awarded as one of the ten (10) finalists for

citizen or person of Filipino descent who achieved

the annual Asia CEO Awards - Global Filipino Executive of

recognizable success in Philippines or outside of it.

the Year category during the 2017 Asia CEO Awards held
last October 17, 2017 at Marriott Grand Ballroom, Makati
City.
Mr. Sarmiento received a trophy and was joined by nine
(9) other finalists from different firms including Integrated
Micro-Electronics, Alalay sa Kaunlaran Inc., Artemisplus
Express, Institute of Corporate Directors, PJ Lhuillier Group
of Companies, LBC Express, Light Rail Manila Corporation,
Sta. Lucia Land and TaskUs.
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Cover Story
Asia CEO Awards is an award-giving body that recognizes
the achievements and highlights many of the most
accomplished management teams and industry leaders
in Southeast Asia Some of the other awards given were
Wellness Company of the Year, Executive Leadership Team
of the Year, Top Employer of the Year, Expatriate Executive
of the Year, Service Excellence Company of the Year,
Young Leader of the Year, Green Company of the Year, CSR
Company of the Year, SME Company of the Year, Heart for
OFW’s Company, Entrepreneur of the Year, Technology
Company of the Year, Most Innovative Company of the
Year and ASEAN Company of the Year.

In Photo: Royal Cargo President and Chief Executive Officer,
Mr. Elmer Francisco U. Sarmiento

Mr. Sarmiento in his speech, thanked his boss, mentor,
partner and friend, Mr. Michael Raeuber, the Group CEO
of Royal Cargo Inc. Mr. Raeuber won the Jones Lang
In Photo from L-R: Mr. Sarmiento’s daughter, Zaza Sarmiento,
Mr. Sarmiento and son, Enrique Sarmiento

Lasalle (JLL) Expatriate Executive Award in 2015. “The
same goes to our hardworking and dedicated officers
and employees of Royal Cargo because if not from them,
we will not be where we are now. And most of all to my
wife and family – my children and granddaughters who
served as my inspiration,” he added.
The awarding ceremony was graced by the presence of
his daughter, Zaza Sarmiento and son, Enrique Sarmiento.
Also present were the Royal Cargo management team
including the Global CEO, Mr. Michael Raeuber, Ms. Loida

In Photo: The Royal Cargo Management Team including
Mr. Michael Raeuber, Group CEO who supported
Mr. Sarmiento during the awarding night

Tasis, Ms. Eva Sunga, Atty. Roville Sunga, Mr. Leodie
Limcangco and Ms. Madette Bernardo.
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Employee Employee
Corner Corner
Welcome to the Group!
The following employees recently started working for Royal Cargo:
Contract Logistics

Global Sales

Key Account Management

ROMEO BELTEJAR
Head, SMFI Operations

BRIAN ALOBA
Performance Manager

NELLA GECONCILLO
Customer Program Manager

Freight Division

Functional Services

Comptrollership & Tax

MELANIE JOY CLARO
Manager, Domestic Freight Palawan

ROBERT MARALIT
Facilities and Admin Manager

GEMMA ROBIL
Accounting Manager

News
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Updates
WELCOME TO ROYAL CARGO FAMILY,
CAPTAIN ERWIN ERMIO PAHILANGA
The management of Royal Cargo, Inc. and Iris
Logistics, Inc. is pleased to introduce Captain
Erwin Ermio Pahilanga, Master of MV Iris Paoay
(formerly known as MV Conrad).
Erwin has been in the sailing industry for more than thirty years.
He started his maritime career from an inter-island or coastwise
route in 1984 until 1988, working his way up from the ranks to
Second Mate. In 1991, he joined the German Maritime Agencies,
Inc. where he was assigned as Captain of an inter-island fastcraft,
the Delta Cat II. Prior to his appointment in Iris Logistics, Erwin
worked with the principals of the German Maritime Agencies, Inc.
such as Egon Oldendorff, Redeerei F. Laeisz and Oscar Wehr.
Erwin holds a degree in Bachelor of Science in Marine
Transportation, Major in Navigation and Seamanship from Visayan
Maritime Academy in Sum-ag, Bacolod City, Negros Oriental.
He lives in Dumaguete City, Negros Occidental and married to
Gemma Acabal Pahilanga with one child.

SPECIALIZED CRANAGE AND
LIFTING (SCL) IS NOW CRANE AND
ERECTION DEPARTMENT (CED)
The Management of Royal Cargo Group is pleased to announce
the change of name of Specialized Cranage and Lifting (SCL) to
Crane and Erection Department (CED) formerly under the Projects
and Heavylift (PHL) Department, CED will now be a separate
department. The change has been made to better focus on selling
and promoting our crane and erection business to the market.
This Department is managed by the following key officers under
the direct supervision of our President, Mr. Elmer Francisco U.
Sarmiento:
Gundolf Ahrens
Head of Department

Leoduardo Limcangco
Head of Sales

Lord Ceasar Regala
Sales & Business Development Manager

Outside of the “boat world,” Erwin loves to play football, basketball
and table tennis. He is also fond of mountain biking.

Alberto Nanez
Operations Manager

NEW ASSIGNMENT
AND PROMOTION

GLOBAL SALES STRUCTURE
FORMED

The Management of Royal Cargo Group is pleased
to announce the appointment of Jeralin Dee as
Country Manager of Cambodia, replacing Mr.
Frank Kleinteich who is leaving the Company.
Jeralin has served Royal Cargo, Inc. for a number of years in trade
lane management, developing regular businesses with agents
and increasing trade in targeted key areas of development. Prior
to her appointment to this new role, Jeralin is Royal Cargo’s Group
Network Development Manager under the supervision of Mr.
Colin van Roon, Group Network Development Director.
Olive Sumague has been promoted to the
position of Assistant Manager of Procurement
in the Functional Services Department. Olive
joined Royal Cargo eight (8) years ago as an
Executive Assistant of the President.
She also has been one of Royal Cargo’s Internal Quality Auditors
and 5S Auditors.
In her new role, Olive takes charge of managing the day-today activities of the Procurement Team who purchases goods,
materials, supplies and services that meet the Company’s
standards price, quality, timing and reliability of supply. She
reports directly to Ms. Loida F. Tasis, Vice President, Functional
Services.

In our thrust to sustain Royal Cargo’s growth objectives here in
the Philippines and abroad, it is essential that the sales effort
is aligned across the Royal Cargo global network and that we
leverage the strength of our sales force in the Philippines, being
our strongest sales organization.
This means that it is now imperative to ensure effectiveness of
our sales efforts and initiatives throughout our global network.
To enable us do this, our organization will undergo restructuring
in two (2) waves, First Wave and Second Wave.
This change sets the platform to drive the Ready. Set. Grow! sales
strategy.
• Ready – Alignment of frontline sales and sales
support functions to facilitate network selling
• Set – Establishment of the global approach to drive
sales effectiveness
• Grow! – Push for growth in sales channels, tradelanes
and industry verticals
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SNM/JAM, FREIGHT BATAAN,
LLC LAGUNA DRY WAREHOUSE AND PREMIUM
COURIER TOPPED QUARTER 3 5S AUDIT

SCOREBOARD
2017 Quarter 3

By: Jill Viray

Sales and Marketing (SNM) and Japanese Account Management (JAM) with
conformance rating of 95.67%; Freight Bataan with 96.76% and LLC Laguna
Dry Warehouse and Office Area and Premium Courier Cold Warehouse and
Office Area with 95.31% top-notched the Quarter 3 5S Audit conducted last
October 2 -13, 2017 for Office, Branch Office and Warehouse categories
respectively.
Next to SNM/JAM, FTD and GCC ranked 2nd with conformance rating
of 95.51% and Executive Office composed of Office of the Group CEO
(OGCEO), Office of the President & CEO (OCEO/President), Office of the

Office Category
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

COO (OCOO), Marketing & Communications, Internal Audit Department

Freight Cavite Office with 96.41% and Freight Batangas Office with 96.36%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

placed 2nd and 3rd respectively for Branch Office category.
For Warehouse Category, LLC Batangas Dry Warehouse and Office Area
placed 2nd with 95.01% followed by CL Cavite Dry Warehouse and Office
Area at 3rd with 94.99%.
5S is a good housekeeping system re-launched in 2013 headed by Mr.
Elmer Sarmiento as Chairman and Ms. Loida Tasis as Vice Chairman.
To ensure that 5S is upheld, a quarterly audit is being carried out by the
QMS Team together with the selected and trained 5S Auditors.
A traveling seal is given to the group of each category who top-notched the
quarterly audit and is hailed as the quarter’s 5S Champions.

95.67%
95.51%
95.34%
95.30%
95.16%
94.96%
94.83%
94.81%
94.78%
94.62%
94.62%
94.56%
94.50%
94.38%
93.77%
93.66%
93.36%
91.85%
90.92%

Branch Office Category

(IAD), Business Process Management (BPM) and Tradelane trailed at 3rd
with 95.34% for Office Category.

SNM and JAM
FTD and GCC
Executive Office
Domestic Sea Freight
Crane and Erection Department
OFD
Syspro
International Freight
CTD
Fleet & Distribution
Contract Logistics
FUNS Office
ICTS
International Tank Agency
PHL
TMW
CCB
FUNS Facilities
MEMD

Freight Bataan
Freight Cavite
Freight Batangas
Freight Angeles
Freight Laguna
Freight Subic

95.67%
95.51%
95.34%
95.30%
95.16%
94.96%

Warehouse Category
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

LLC Laguna Dry Whse & Office
Premium Courier Whse & Office
LLC Batangas Dry Whse & Office
CL Cavite Dry Whse & Office
CL Cavite Cold Whse & Office
CL Alabang/DDH/CFD/KM23
CL La Suerte Dry Whse & Office
CL Mamplasan Whse
CL LIIP Cold Whse & Office
CL LIIP Dry Whse

95.31%
95.31%
95.01%
94.99%
94.41%
94.16%
94%
88.8%
88.39%
84.88%

Kudos,
Quarter 3
5S Champions!
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ROYAL CARGO BASKETBALL TEAM BAGS
2017 AIRSPEED INTER-COMPANY LEAGUE
CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE
By: Jill Viray

In Photo from L-R: The Royal Cargo Basketball Team - Ranilo Galia, Berly Carpio, Reneboy Ramos, Ryan Calara,
Reymer Salvador, Liomar Manigque, Wilfred Cerico, Aaron Romero, Ramil Yodico, Rowell Roleda, Jester Lou Tobias,
Manuel Samera Jr., Arnold Morales, Angelo Sramiento and Joseph De Claro

Start strong and finish strong.

The team is scheduled to join another league this coming
September to be held in San Dionisio Court, Sucat,

The Royal Cargo Basketball Team concluded their

Parañaque City.

campaign on a high note bagging the Championship Title
in 2017 Airspeed Inter-company League held last August
11, 2017 at Sto. Niño Basketball Court, Parañaque City.
The team lead the league with their eight-game winning
streak against the freight forwarding and logistics
companies who joined the conference.
Berly Carpio of CCB was awarded as Most Valuable
Player while Wilfred Cerico of FUNS-Admin and Liomar
Manigque of CCB headed the Mythical Five.

In Photo from L-R: Liomar Manigque (CCB),
Berly Carpio (CCB) and Wilfred Cerico (FUNS-ADMIN)
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“ We were able to get the championship, again.”

CCB CLAIMS TWO-PEAT CHAMPIONSHIP TITLE IN
ROYAL CARGO BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT SEASON 11
By: Jill Viray

The winning team; CCB NATION who bagged the 2017 Royal Cargo Basketball Championship Title during the final game
and awarding night of the 2017 Royal Cargo Basketball Tournament Season 11 at Olivarez Coliseum, 25 October 2017.

PHL will not swear off but CCB will not
easily give up the crown.
Outshining its assertive stretch, CCB
(Black) closed this year’s tourney
claiming their two-peat championship
title as they bounced back from a loss
on the second game eking out a 77 - 68
victory over the high-spirited PHL (Red)
side in the best-of-three deciding match
of the 2017 Royal Cargo Basketball
Tournament Season 11 at Olivarez
Coliseum. The tournament started last
August 11 and ended last October 25,
Championship Game 3.

PHL ruled the first period of the match
with the team’s point guard, Peter
Paul Francisco (26) who started the
ball rolling with five points ahead of
the resister. CCB unleashed furious
defenses to throw scores with their
team’s aggressive defender, Aaron
Romero (1) who got the highest points
in the opening period, yet the fuel
seems not sufficient that the on fire
PHL gave them an exasperating 20 15 heading to the second period of the
game.
PHL entered the hard court more
forceful to haunt their resister on the
second period of the game but they
were sent on their knees when Season
MVP Joey De Leon (22) and Finals
MVP Jester Lou Tobias (20) combined
a total of 16 points of solid acrobatic
baskets and foul throw shots (Tobias 10 pts and De Leon - 6pts) that forged
a tie at 31 all, closing the first half of the
intense play.

PHL entered the hard court more
forceful to haunt their resister on the
second period of the game but they
were sent on their knees when Season
MVP Joey De Leon (22) and Finals
MVP Jester Lou Tobias (20) combined
a total of 16 points of solid acrobatic
baskets and foul throw shots (Tobias 10 pts and De Leon - 6pts) that forged
a tie at 31 all, closing the first half of the
intense play.
The crowd croaked louder and wilder
when CCB’s strong five; Joey De Leon
(22), Jester Lou Tobias (20), Beverly
Carpio (21), Liomar Manigque (27) and
Mark Munoz (4) set foot into the hard
court to open the third period of the
game. Both teams put up a fight on the
beginning of the third quarter. PHL‘s
powerful triad; Lomar Guillane (14),
Jessie Arquin (69) and JR Peralta (16)
continued to deliver their number one
highlight play midway throughout the
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The very eager and determined PHL
didn’t stop there. They continued to
drive improbable shots to add more
points on their score. Guillane (14)
together with Peralta (16) poured it all
out but weren’t able to make the most of
the possessions until De Leon (22) and
Tobias (20) hit back-to-back turning the
scoreboard from 66 - 62 to 70 - 62 with
last two minutes to go.

PHL Team - 2nd Place

PHL died hard just to throw more scores
but CCB was indeed unstoppable
making not to bugle all their efforts by
not letting up until the end. PHL went
scoreless after another heart stopping
three point shot from Munoz (4)
ascended CCB’s score to 75 - 65 which
prompted PHL to call for a timeout on
the last 33.9 seconds of the play

PHL kept on combating up to their
last 20 seconds on the floor. Guillane
(14) threw a shot from the three-point
line making it 75 - 68 but the left over
time wasn’t enough anymore to regain
possessions. Two foul throw shots from
HEADS Team - 3rd Place
De Leon (22) concluded the game, 77
period but they went scoreless as CCB - 68.
gents got hot and got schemes and
variations on their attacks that sent their PHL though seized every opportunity to
supporters up on their feet. CCB poured take hold of the championship title, they
it all in the third period, taking advantage came out short against the extremely
of PHL’s turnovers that resulted in their well-coordinated CCB who really proved
biggest lead on the second half with themselves by claiming their two-peat
Munoz’ (4) first three-pointer of the championship title in the Royal Cargo
contest that capped the rally, 55 - 44 in Basketball Tournament Season 11.
favor of the defending champion.
To complete the roster HEADS (Green)
PHL rebounded mightily to steer the bagged 3rd Place while CL 3PL (Violet)
opponent opening the nail-biting final queued up at 4th Place, followed by CL
quarter of the game adding 7 points to Dry (Blue) and Domestic Freight (Gray)
their score in just a blink of an eye. The at 5th and 6th Places respectively.
fearlessness of Lomar Guillane (14), Lastly, CL Cold (Orange) and FDM/ ITA/
Froilan Espinosa (25) and JR Peralta LLC trailed at 7th and 8th.
(16) helped PHL to draw closer, with
Guillane’s three-pointer making it 57 51 with still 7:48 left to play.
But CCB was not a team to belittle.
The momentum rebuilt by PHL was
easily stolen after they lost their grip
and impulse and was stop dead at 53
points while CCB dominated again the
scoreboard with Beverly Carpio (21)
adding more fuel to the fire. CCB was
able to hark back setting a 10-point
margin in just 2 minutes, 63 - 53 entering
the last 5 minutes and 49 seconds of the
game.

From L-R: Finals MVP Jet Tobias, Season MVP
Joey De Leon and Best Muse, Kim Lacsamana

For the individual awards, Jester Lou
Tobias and Joey De Leon of CCB were
hailed as Finals MVP and Season
MVP, respectively. Rey Barabad of
FDM brought home the Sportsmanship
Award. Kimberly Joy Lacsamana of
OFD won Best Muse.
The Mythical 5 were consist of Joey De
Leon and Jester Lou Tobias of CCB, JR
Peralta and Froilan Espinosa of PHL
and Wilfred Cerico of HEADS.
All winners received cash prizes and
tokens; trophy for each competing team,
best muse, MVPs and medals for the
Sportsmanship Award and Mythical 5.

In Photo from L-R: The Mythical 5 Froilan Espinosa, Joey De Leon, JR Peralta, Wilfred Cerico and Jet Tobias
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ROYAL CARGO HOLDS
ANNUAL BLOOD LETTING PROGRAM
In celebration of the National Blood Donor Month and as part of its
Corporate Social Responsibility, Royal Cargo conducted its annual
blood letting program last July 14, 2017.
A total of fifty five (55) bags of 450ml of blood from company’s employees;
twenty nine (29) male employees and twenty one (21) female employees
were collected.
The event was spearheaded by Manny Tibayan, Sr. HSSE Officer and
Yang Olaes, Occupational Health Officer with support from Albert Nanez
and Andrew Valenzuela in partnership with Philippine Red Cross Rizal
Chapter, Muntinlupa Branch.
The annual blood letting program of the company which aims to help
people who are in need of blood is continuously running for seven (7)
years already and being conducted every July and December.

ROYAL CARGO RECEIVES
CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION FROM RED CROSS
For its invaluable support and meritorious service rendered in promotion
of blood services, Royal Cargo was given a Certificate of Appreciation by
Philippine Red Cross during the Blood Donors Recognition Ceremony
held last July 20, 2017 at Logistics and Warehouse Multi-Purpose Hall,
Philippine Red Cross, Bonifacio Avenue, Mandaluyong City.
Royal Cargo has been receiving several awards and recognitions for its
continuous support to Red Cross to promote blood donation.
Royal Cargo’s partnership with Philippines Red Cross is running for
several years now where the Company actively participates and supports
Red Cross activities such as blood letting program, million volunteer fun
run, logistical support during typhoon and other disaster rescue and
relief goods distribution.
For more details on Philippine Red Cross, please visit www.redcross.org.ph
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ROYAL CARGO SPONSORS
PUERTO GALERA YACHT CLUB SAILING EVENT
Royal Cargo was commended by Puerto Galera Yacht Club (PGYC) for
its outstanding support being the principal sponsor of the 2017 All Souls
Regatta which was held last November 3 - 5, 2017 at Puerto Galera,
Oriental Mindoro.
On the said event, 31 entries, some from Hong Kong, Australia and
Sweden participated in both challenging and exciting races on all three
days of events. Royal Cargo also provided all guests with high quality
caps and shirts.
The All Souls Regatta 2017 was the 14th regatta in the series. Organized
by the PGYC, the All Souls Regatta is the largest yachting event in the
Philippines and has been since 2004.
Proceeds from the regatta go to fund the yacht club’s Small Boat
Program, for the benefit of Puerto Galera’s youth.

ROYAL CARGO JOINS
MANILA BULLETIN CLASSIFIEDS JOB FAIR 2017
Royal Cargo recently joined the Manila Bulletin‘s 4th leg of MB Job Fair
held last September 19 & 20, 2017 at the SM City Bacoor, Cavite.
More than a thousand jobseekers flocked to the job fair organized by
Manila Bulletin, which offered hundreds of job vacancies from twenty
seven (27) employers who participated in the event including Royal
Cargo Inc.
Job fair events are highly popular in the eyes of both employers and
potential employees. To aid the recruitment, application, and networking
process, job fairs and training expos are held all over the world in various
locations.
Job Fair is an ingenious way to meet the needs of both employers and
potential employees.

ROYAL CARGO DONATES
200 FLASH DRIVE TO DFCA IT TRAINING INSTITUTE
“We would like to thank Royal Cargo for its kindness and generosity.
Now, 200 worthy scholars of DFCAITTI have their own flash drive,
for free! We wish more blessings to the Company and to the people
who made this charity possible.”
This was the message of the Head of the Office of Student Affairs of Dr.
Filemon C. Aguilar Information Technology Training Institute (DFCAITTI),
Ms. Madel Tolentino as she thanked Royal Cargo for donating 200
pieces of flash drives to the students.
DFCAITTI is a small institute located in Doña Manuela Subdivision, Las
Piñas City, offering gratis and quality college education to less fortunate
students. They offer information technology courses such as Web
Development, Graphic Design and Animation, Networking Professional
and Programming.

ROYAL CARGO INC.

Headquarters: Royal Cargo Building, Sta. Agueda Avenue,
Pascor Drive, Paranaque City, Metro Manila 1704 - Philippines
Phone: +63 2 333 3000 | Fax: +63 2 851 7454
Email: info@royalcargo.com | Website: www.royalcargo.com

• GLOBAL OFFICES •
CAMBODIA
Royal Cargo (Cambodia) Co, Ltd.
Room # 2FK3, 2nd Floor, Parkway Square
#113, Mao Tse Tong Blvd, Sangkat Toul Svay Pray I,
Khan Chamkarmon, Phnom Penh, Kingdom of Cambodia.
Phone: +855 (23) 215418 or +855 (23) 215419
Email: pnh@royalcargo.com
CHINA
Royal Cargo Combined Logistics Shanghai Limited
Shanghai Exhibition Center, Front Building,
5th Floor, Room 503, 1000 Yan An Middle Road, Shanghai, 200040 China
Tel: (8621) 6211 7510
Fax: (8621) 6211 7512
Email: infochina@royalcargo.com
GUAM
Royal Cargo Guam, LLC
Physical Address:
150 East Liguan Avenue, Dededo, Guam 96929
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 26094, Barrigada, Guam 96921
Tel: +1 (671) 633 7225 & +1 (671) 633 7226
Fax: +1 (671) 637 6925
Email: rcc_guam@royalcargo.com
HONG KONG
Royal Cargo Combined Logistics (HK) Limited
Unit 03, 21/F, Tamson Plaza
161 Wai Yip Street, Kwun Tong,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2543 3066 • Fax: +852 2543 3277
Email: hkg@royalcargo.com
INDONESIA
Royal Cargo Inc. - Indonesia
28th Floor, Menara Karya
Jl. H.R. Rasuna Said Block X-5, Kav. 1-2
Jakarta 12950, Indonesia
Tel: +6221 57895833
Fax: +6221 57898988
Email: cecilia.mustika@royalcargo.com
MALAYSIA
RC Logistics Sdn. Bhd.
No. 51-02, Jalan Molek 3/1,
81100 Taman Molek, Johor Bahru, Johor - Malaysia
Email: malaysia@royalcargo.com

PALAU
Royal Cargo Palau, Inc.
GF Happy Fish PRA Landing Building
Medalaii Hamlet, PO Box 6021
Koror City 96940, Republic of Palau
Tel: +680 488 2088
Email: palau@royalcargo.com
SINGAPORE
Royal Cargo Combined Logistics (S.E.A.) Pte. Ltd.
Office Address:
No. 6, Changi South Street 2,
Level 5, XILIN Districentre Building D, Singapore 486349
Airport Warehouse:
115 Airport Cargo Road, #01-16 Cargo Agents Building C,
Singapore 819466
Tel: +65 6338 2995 • Fax: +65 6338 5735
Email: singapore@royalcargo.com
TAIWAN
Royal Cargo Inc., Taiwan Branch
8F, No. 367, Fuxing N. Rd.,
Songshan District, Taipei City 10543, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Tel: +886 2 2175 2905
Email: wolfgang.friedrich@royalcargo.com
THAILAND
Royal Cargo (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
86 Soi Preeyanuch (Praram 9 Soi 19),Rama IX Road,
Bangkapi, Huay Kwang, Bangkok 10310 – Thailand
Tel: +66 (2) 107 1081
Email: sukanya.thamthada@royalcargo.com
amornrat.buason@royalcargo.com
UNITED KINGDOM
R C Combined Logistics Limited
Holywell House, Wimblestraw Road
Berinsfield, Wallingford OX10 7LZ
Tel: +44 1865 340 013 • Fax: +44 1865 340 483
Email: info@royalcargo.co.uk
USA
Royal Cargo Inc. - USA
1420 Francisco Street, Torrance, CA 90501
Phone: +1 310 974 4500 • Fax: +1 310 974 4507
Email: infousa@royalcargo.com
VIETNAM
Royal Cargo Vietnam Co., Ltd.
18th floor, Pearl Plaza Tower, 561A Dien Bien Phu,
Ward 25, Tan Binh District, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Tel: +84 28 351 29990 • Fax: +84 28 351 28515
Email: tuan.nguyen@royalcargo.com
long.nguyen@royalcargo.com

Royal Cargo Inc.
Royal Cargo Building, Sta Agueda Ave. Pascor Drive, Paranaque City - 1704 Philippines
+63 2 333 3000 | info@royalcargo.com | www.royalcargo.com
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